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1 Legal accessibility in Europe and along the Hungarian 

borders 

Over the past few years, there is an increasing attention towards the obstacles originating from the 

shortages of legal harmonisation within the EU. While the mandatory legislation to the member 

states is in constant growth and these legislations are gradually integrated into the legal system of 

each country. Experience shows that the differences between the administrative systems and the 

legal background generates a number of legal and administrative obstacles that make the everyday 

life of people who live along the border and the success of the cross-border cooperation difficult. 

In August 2015, the European Commissioner for Regional Policy launched a project titled Cross-

border Review1 aiming at identifying obstacles, since the establishement of the Single Market and 

the equal management of the EU citizens’ rights is impossible without elimination of these 

problems. 

The project itself lasted for a year and a half and 

 on the one hand, it included the compilation of an expert study (Easing legal and 

administrative obstacles in EU border regions2), which summarised and analysed the existing 

obstacles as a result of a comprehensive research concerning the European internal borders; 

 it launched a database3 with available information about the obstacles and on good 

practices, already eliminated thereof; 

 as well as, it included a wide-ranging consultation process (online questionnaires4; 

consultation workshops at 11 locations; expert working group meetings), which enabled the 

involvement of the experiences of local actors, in order to draw up a joint EU report. 

As a result of the project, which was completed at the beginning of 2017, the Commission issued a 

Communication that was introduced at the international conference in Brussels, on 20th of 

September 2017.  

The Communication, Boosting Growth and Cohesion in EU Border Regions5 highlights that the 

significance of the problems on the border regions is arising from the fact that these regions are 

covering about 40% of the territory of the EU, comprising almost one third of the EU's population 

living there, and producing also one third of the EU's GDP. 1.3 million EU workers pass the border 

for commuting every day. Researchers at the Polytechnic University of Milan have shown that 

                                                 
1  https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/cooperation/european-territorial/cross-border/review/ 

2  https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/information/publications/studies/2017/easing-legal-and-

administrative-obstacles-in-eu-border-regions 

3  http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/policy/cooperation/european-territorial/cross-

border/factsheets/list.cfm 

4  http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/newsroom/consultations/overcoming-obstacles-border-regions/ 

5  https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/information/publications/communications/2017/boosting-

growth-and-cohesion-in-eu-border-regions 
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elimination of the existing administrative obstacles would increase the GDP of these regions by 

some 8%6. 

The Communication identified 10 particular interventions in order to gradually eliminate the 

obstacles and it reported about setting up of a Border Focal Point7 within the DG REGIO, which can 

be the forum and coordinator of knowledge-sharing, relating to the accessibility of borders.  

BFP launched its work at the beginning of 2018, and the DG REGIO launched the Boosting platform 

on the Futurium portal. At the same time, implementation of the 10 actions of the Communication 

began, too. Among others, the EU regulation on the non-discrimination of cross-border online 

services (the so-called Geo-blocking Regulation8) can be identified as a result of this process. 

Likewise, the so-called call for B-Solutions9 was announced with the support of the DG REGIO, by the 

AEBR as a result of the Communication. In this call, local actors could identify the obstacles to be 

resolved and they could formulate suggestions for their solutions. During the first call, 10 applications 

were selected for support. Obstacles which are to be processed affect many areas, from recognition of 

qualifications, through provision of bilingualism to the area of regulating small-producers’ cross-border 

appearance. Within the framework of the second call in 2019, according to a different logic, expertise 

was provided to 33 administrative and legal problems altogether. The cases which have concerned 

mainly the Western European borders, covers the fields of healthcare, employment, transport, 

institutional cooperation, e-governance and bilingualism. These examples can also help the 

introduction of the ECBM instrument.  

In parallel with the initiative of the Commission, the Luxembourg Presidency initiated a consultation 

process in the second half of 2015 on a new legal instrument, the so-called European Cross-Border 

Convention (ECBC). The ECBC would treat problems arising from the different regulatory environment 

of the neighbouring countries in a way that the application of the relevant legislation in the 

neighbouring country would be accepted temporarily and with a territorial limit. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Hungary and CESCI were also members of the working 

group set up by the Luxembourg Presidency. The working group submitted its proposal for a new 

legal instrument to be applied on a voluntary basis to the European Commission in June 2017. The 

proposal received a positive response and was included in the aforementioned Commission 

Communication. By May 2018, the initiative was included in the Cohesion Policy regulation package 

for the new budget period, now titled as European Cross-Border Mechanism (ECBM)10. The 

importance of the issue is well illustrated by the fact that legal accessibility has become part of the 

legislative environment defining Cohesion Policy. 

In Hungary, CESCI implemented the first Legal Accessibility project in 2016 with the support of the 

Ministry of Justice. The first project was successfully completed with the help of 10 stakeholder 

                                                 
6  Camagni et alii (2017): Quantification of the effects of legal and administrative border obstacles in land 

border regions (EC, Brussels) https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-

/publication/151ca695-b92f-11e7-a7f8-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF 

7  https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/border-regions/terms/all/Border%20Focal%20Point 

8  https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32018R0302 

9  https://www.b-solutionsproject.com/ 

10  https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM%3A2018%3A373%3AFIN 
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workshops, more than 30 interviews, a compilation of European good practices and the survey of 

nearly 250 laws, the staff of CESCI could expose the background for a total of 39 legal-

administrative obstacles, and where it was necessary, provided suggestions based on good 

European practices. The nearly 600-page documentation gives special attention to four areas 

(cross-border mobility, healthcare, labour mobility and short supply chains - local products) and 

addresses two horizontal themes that can help the systematic (non-occasional) handling of 

obstacles: the first outlines the potential, institutional mechanisms of accessibility, while the second 

targets the elimination of the lack of information. 

With the support of the Ministry, the association continued to work on four topics in 2017. Within 

the framework of the second Legal Accessibility project, firstly, it proposed to facilitate the cross-

border movement of ambulance cars; secondly, it summarised possible solutions for the cross-

border trade of local products; thirdly, it has developed a draft legislation to assist the adoption of 

the Serbian EGTC Act (it also organized an international conference with some 200 participants in 

Novi Sad in connection with this activity); it also investigated the sources of information available 

for the cross-border interactions related to different life situations and suggested their integration 

(“all in one place”). 

In parallel with the project, at the request of the Minister of Justice, the staff of CESCI drafted a 

proposal for setting up an interministerial working group for "obstacle elimination", as well as a 

project documentation for the establishment of a V4 level mechanism. The proposal to set up the 

mechanism was developed by the staff of CESCI, with the involvement of four other partners in 

2018. 

With analysing three thematic areas, the initiative Legal Accessibility along the Hungarian borders 

achieved its new milestone in 2018. 

The third legal accessibility project was materialised in 2018 as well, focusing on three areas: 

 the practice and attitude of the neighbouring EU countries towards the cross-border 

movement of ambulances was examined and a 6-sided task force to help consultation 

was established; 

 a legal draft to organise a regional cross-border patient care, based on the practices of 

the French-Belgian and the German-Dutch border regions, was developed; 

 the cases of shortages in the interpretation of law during the daily operation of European 

Grouping for Territorial Cooperation (EGTCs) were revealed and a report was sent to the 

European Commission about it. 

The Hungarian Cross-border Legal Accessibility project reached its next milestone in 2019 by 

covering two areas which are introduced in the following. 
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2 The fourth milestone of Legal Accessibility 

The fourth milestone of the Legal Accessibility initiative, implemented in 2019, aimed to continue 

the work based on the knowledge gained from the three previous Legal Accessibility projects and 

European best practices. 

The actions covered two main areas: 

1. In order to the enforcement of patient rights and address the challenges existing in the field 

of cross-border patient mobility, an international seminar and a study tour were organised 

with the involvement of the Hungarian and neighbouring ambulance services; in addition, 

institutional and legal analysis were contucted, and proposals for interstate agreement and 

a guideline, helping decision makers in their establishment and implementation, were 

formulated. 

2. The legal background of public procurement in cross-border developments was analysed, 

based on that, a legal proposal to eliminate the absence of harmonisation of law, and a 

guide about the public procurement procedure of cross-border projects were compiled. 

2.1 The foundation of cross-border healthcare services 

Objective of the subproject 

Within the framework of the third legal accessibility project, we have made a progress on issues 

that are important for the enforcement of patients’ rights, based on which, this year we focused on 

the institutional and legal environment. The subproject aimed to draft concrete, textual legal 

proposals for bilateral solutions and elaborate a guideline supporting their implementation in the 

field of ambulance services and healthcare with the involvement of the competent actors, in order 

to manage the increasing cross-boreder patient flow, and to improve the quality of care in the 

border areas lacking functions. To this end we: 

 analsysed the institutional and legal environment, 

 assessed the possibilities of cross-border service provision in 4 hospitals located along the 

border, 

 made a proposal for the text of intergovernmental agreement in order to facilitate cross-

border patient care, 

 prepared model contracts for the hospitals concerned with cross-border service provision 

with the involvement of the relevant partners, 

 organized the professional annual seminar of the EMS task force, 

 organised an EMS study tour to Lower-Austria,  

 made a proposal for the text of intergovernmental agreement on the cross-border 

movement of ambulances elaborated a guideline (in Hungarian) for supporting the 

implementation of cross-border patient care. 
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Presentation of the subproject activities 

1. Interviews  

According to the 2018 analysis of national situation, four publicly funded Hungarian healthcare 

institutions, located along the border section and identified as being highly involved in cross-border 

cooperation, were tested within the frames of an interview method. The criteria for selecting the 

service providers were the following ones: 

1. the selected healthcare institutions should be located far from each other, preferably along 

four different border section of Hungary (examination of the Austrian and the Ukrainian 

border was omitted because of the existence of significant differences either in technical or 

price level of given services); 

2. the hospitals should represent different levels of progressivity, from the basic urban 

hospitals with four departments to the university clinic. 

The following institutions were involved in the interviews: the Vaszary Kolos Hospital (in Hungarian-

Slovak relation), the Mohácsi City Hospital (in Hungarian-Croatian relation), the Albert Szent-

Györgyi Health Center of the University of Szeged, the UNI-MED Szeged Healtcare Ltd. that assures 

the full-range paid healthcare services (in Hungarian-Romanian and in Hungarian-Serbian relation), 

as well as the Zala County Szent Rafael Hospital (in Hungarian-Slovenian relation). During the 

interviews with the institutions, their experience with cross-border health services and the issues of 

resources that support their participation in cooperation were explored. 

The interviews were based on a pre-developed standard set of questions based on the experience 

of the third milestone national survey. Two interviews were conducted at the Albert Szent-Györgyi 

Health Center of the University of Szeged, regarding that an economic company specially 

established for that purpose, UNI-MED Szeged Healtcare Ltd. assures a full-range paid outpatient 

and inpatient healthcare services. 

The conclusion of the interviews were summarized and examined within the framework of a multi-

approach benchmark, hereby giving an overall picture on the development potentials of cross-

border patient mobility. 

2. Second international EMS seminar (30 September 2019) 

The second interactive seminar on cross-border ambulance services was held on 30September in 

Budapest, in which local experts and experts from the neighbouring EU Members States discussed 

the frameworks of long-term cooperation based on the Austrian-Czech good practice. 

We invited to the seminar the regionally (i.e. borderlands’) competent leaders of the ambulance 

services and the representatives of the competent ministries and state institutions of domestic and 

neighbouring countries.   
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Participants of the seminar: 

 Ács Zoltán – Operačné stredisko záchrannej zdravotnej služby (Emergency Medical Service 

Operations Center) (SK) 

 Dr Balogh Tamás – CESCI (HU) 

 Dr Csató Gábor – Országos Mentőszolgálat (National Ambulance Service of Hungary) (HU) 

 Dr Engelbrecht Imre – Országos Mentőszolgálat (National Ambulance Service of Hungary) 

(HU) 

 Dr Juca Dacian – SMURD (Emergency Situations Department) (RO) 

 Dr Gencsi László – Ambulanta Bihor (Bihor County Ambulance Service) (RO) 

 Dr Golopencza Pál – Országos Mentőszolgálat (National Ambulance Service of Hungary) 

(HU) 

 Dr Gyenes Kata – Állami Egészségügyi Ellátóközpont (National Healthcare Services Center) 

(HU) 

 Dr Jova Anett – Országos Mentőszolgálat (National Ambulance Service of Hungary) (HU) 

 Mag. Oec. Mirjana Hanžeković – Zavoda za hitnu medicinu koprivničko-križevačke 

županije (Institute for Emergency Medicine of Koprivnica-Križevci County (HR) 

 Juraj Hrehorcak – Operačné stredisko záchrannej zdravotnej služby (Emergency Medical 

Service Operations Center) (SK) 

 Hüse-Nyerges Enikő – CESCI (HU) 

 Vladimira Križaj-Grabant – Zavod Za hitnu medicinu međimurske županije (Institute for 

Emergency Medicine of Medjimurje County) (HR) 

 Christian Legler – Notruf NÖ (Notruf Lower-Austria) (AT) 

 Dr Lórántfy Mária – Országos Mentőszolgálat (National Ambulance Service of Hungary) 

(HU) 

 Lucia Mesárošová – Operačné stredisko záchrannej zdravotnej služby (SK) 

 Ocskay Gyula – CESCI (HU) 

 Mag. Dr. Susanne Ottendorfer – Notruf NÖ (Notruf Lower-Austria) (AT) 

 Július Pavčo – Operačné stredisko záchrannej zdravotnej služby (Emergency Medical Service 

Operations Center) (SK) 

 Dr Licniu Venter – Ambulanta Bihor (Bihor County Ambulance Service) (RO) 

 Siegfried Weinert MSc – Notruf NÖ (Notruf Lower-Austria) (AT) 

 Dr Zágori Szilvia – Emberi Erőforrások Minisztériuma (Ministry of Human Capacities of 

Hungary) (HU) 

3. Study tour to Lower Austria (9-10 December 2019)  

In order to gather experiences about the well-functioning Austrian-Czech practice and to 

demonstrate the advantages of service sharing to professional representatives, a two-day long 

study tour to Lower Austria was organised. Participants travelled by minibus to St. Pölten where 

they visited the coordination centre of Notruf 144 Niederösterreich, the University Hospital of St. 

Pölten, as well as the ambulance station and disaster management centre of the Red Cross and 

interviewed the local professionals. In addition, they met with the experts of NÖGUS, responsible 

for coordinating local and cross-border cooperation. 
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Participants: 

 Dr Bathó János – Országos Mentőszolgálat (National Ambulance Service of Hungary) 

(HU)  

 MUDr Jan Ciernik – Zdravotnická záchranná služba Jihomoravského kraje (Emergency 

medical service of the South Moravian Region) (CZ) 

 Dr Gencsi László – Ambulanta Bihor (Bihor County Ambulance Service) (RO) 

 Dr Golopencza Pál – Országos Mentőszolgálat (National Ambulance Service of 

Hungary) (HU) 

 Alexander Heller – Landessicherheitszentrale Burgenland (Security Center of 

Burgenland) (AT) 

 Juraj Hrehorcak – Operačné stredisko záchrannej zdravotnej služby (Emergency Medical 

Service Operations Center) (SK) 

 Hüse-Nyerges Enikő – CESCI (HU) 

 Dr Jova Anett – Országos Mentőszolgálat (National Ambulance Service of Hungary) 

(HU) 

 Dr Juca Dacian – SMURD (Emergency Situations Department) (RO) 

 Christian Legler – Notruf NÖ (Notruf Lower-Austria) (AT) 

 Dr Lórántfy Mária – Országos Mentőszolgálat (National Ambulance Service of 

Hungary) (HU) 

 Mag. Christine Philipp – Burgenland Province (AT) 

 Siegfried Weinert, MSc – Notruf NÖ (Notruf Lower-Austria) (AT) 

 Dr Zágori Szilvia – Emberi Erőforrások Minisztériuma (Ministry of Human Capacities of 

Hungary) (HU) 

4. Analysis and recommendation 

A senior expert invited by CESCI thoroughly analysed the institutional and legal background of 

cross-border patient care then, reviewed and introduced the mechanisms of publicly financed 

patient care, which are theoretically appropriate for financing cross-border healthcare cooperation, 

as well as the reality of their application in light of the recent Gov. Decision No. 1798/2019. (XII. 

23.). 

Considering the related international, bilateral and national legistlative environment of healthcare 

and regional development, a proposal was made for an interstate agreement enhancing cross-

border patient care; as well as for cross-border movements of ambulance, capitalizing also the 

experiences of seminar and the study tour. 

Finally, a guide was made for the organisation of cross-border patient mobility based on the 

practical handbook of the Institute of International Sociology of Gorizia. 
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Summary of the subproject results  

Main findings of the interviews and aptitude assessment 

 In spite of the fact that only one of the four hospitals (Esztergom) of the five explored border 

regions has formalized cooperation (at least partially) next to the cost of public funding, but 

all hospitals regularly provide care for persons insured abroad. Thus, there is a claim for 

cross-border healthcare, but Hungary does not exploit, consciously, the potential 

possibilities in it, because it has not established the favourable regulatory framework of this 

cooperation. 

 Regional/interregional cooperation for spatial development and professional (e.g. 

Zalaegerszeg-Muraszombat) cooperation has an incentive effect on cross-border 

healthcare provision in certain frontier areas. However, there is a lack of nationally 

determined development intention, namely forward-looking, systematic thinking and a 

regulatory environment capable of ensuring long-term cooperation. 

 From the institutional side, cross-border healthcare provision is typically motivated by the 

desire to increase institutional revenues and the intent to increase the capacity utilization. 

Simply, it is motivated by profit maximization. Although, cross-border healthcare 

cooperation is primarily motivated by the principles of humanity and solidarity. 

 It is an unusual approach (e.g. in the case of the institution in Szeged) in which contractual 

relationships, established with foreign business insurers outside of the social security, are 

not considered as cross-border healthcare cooperation for Hungarian healthcare. 

 There is a particular mixture within the institutional thinking regarding the institutional 

conditions for participating in cross-border cooperation. Szeged and Zalaegerszeg clearly 

approach the possibility of participating in such cooperation through logic of free 

institutional capacities; although, they consider it necessary that institutional care remains 

below the performance-volume threshold. However, this approach ignores the mandatory 

rules of the European patient care regime which is compulsory in Hungary, too. 

 The language barriers typically do not constitute a barrier to cross-border healthcare 

cooperation in the reflected institutions, the required language skills are adequately 

available everywhere. 

 A real claim has developed for cross-border ambulance services on the Hungarian-Slovakian 

border. 

Main findings of the seminar 

The seminar was opened by Dr. Gábor Csató, Director General of the National Ambulance Service 

of Hungary who highlighted the importance of cross-border cooperation. Then Gyula Ocskay, 

Secretary General of CESCI presented the Legal Accessibility initiative giving the framework of this 

project. After him, Enikő Hüse-Nyerges, project manager, and dr Tamás Balogh, expert of CESCI, 

introduced the past and recent activities and results of the sub-project on ambulance services. They 

spoke about the overall study and proposals on the Hungarian legal and administrative framework 
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of cross-border EMS elaborated in 2017 and about the legislative proposal for cross-border 

movement of ambulances which is elaborated by now. 

Following the introduction of the participants, Susanne Ottendorfer and Siegfried Weinert, 

representatives of the “Notruf NÖ”, presented the cooperation model between Lower Austria and 

the Czech Republic. They spoke about the history, the legal and administrative frames, and the 

practical details of the cooperation. The states, which have a cooperation agreement for mass 

disasters since 2000, signed a state treaty in 2016 in order to improve the availability of emergency 

healthcare in the border regions. The basic principle is that the patient should be transferred as fast 

as possible to the closest and adequate healthcare institution independently from their nationality, 

the EMS unit and the location of the hospital. Based on the state treaty, cooperation agreements 

were elaborated and signed which clarify the details of the cooperation including the language use, 

the communication and cooperation protocols or the transfer of drugs across the border. 

Regarding the practical side of the cooperation, the speakers introduced the core element: a web 

application providing information exchange and communication between the coordinating centres. 

On the one hand, the application is able to localise each active EMS units around the place of 

deployment and makes it possible to ask for intervention from the other side of the border through 

only a couple of clicks. On the other hand, real-time communication is provided through the 

internal chat function. The application itself is quite simple, it was developed with a minimal budget 

and it is transferable within a reasonable time to other border regions. 

At the end, the speakers pointed out the fact that the launch of the cross-border cooperation has 

resulted in an improved quality of life and cost efficiency in the border regions. They also drew the 

attention to the fact that it is enough to mutually approve each other’s national regulation: there is 

no need for legal derogation (simalrly as in case of the ECBM). At the end of the section, the 

participants had the opportunity to ask questions from the speakers, like questions about solving 

of practical problems, financing and institutional agreements. 

After lunch break, the representatives of participating countries were able to share their opinions 

on the different aspects of potential cooperation during the interactive section in the afternoon: 

 There was an agreement among the participants concerning the actors to be involved in 

the cooperation, which are the competent ministries, dispatcher services and emergency 

services. Siegfried Weinert added that based on their experiences, sometimes less is more, 

which means that the less institution were involved in the agreement process, the faster a 

possible solution would be found.  

 Considering communication issues, only the question of data protection seems to be 

problematic. Each country has different solutions for the admission, management and 

storage of patient data. The possibilities of sharing these pieces of data across the border 

should be examined individually in light of the national and the EU GDPR regulations. 

 In case of financing, participants agreed that an extra budget would not possibly be needed 

to the implementation of cross-border tasks, because the compensation of cross-border 

case numbers and related costs are most likely to occur. 

Besides, in case of Slovakia, it was emerged that they regularly make analysis about the optimisation 

of the number and location of ambulance stations, the next one of which could also be made by 

considering the capacities on the Hungarian side. 
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In the end of the seminar, in order to enhance cooperation Gyula Ocskay offered the help of CESCI 

in organising bilateral professional meetings and a study tour to Lower Austria with the aim that 

the participants may understand the Austrian-Czech good practice. 

The detailed report of this seminar is part of the annex 1. 

Main findings of the study tour 

The first agenda item of the study tour was the visit of the coordination centre of the Notruf 144 

Niederösterreich. The Chief Executive Officer of the organization, Christof Constantin Chwojka, 

greeted the delegation and gave his support for the cooperation in the future. After that, Siegfried 

Weinert and Christian Legler staff members for planning, preparing and managing the cross-border 

cooperation initiatives took the floor. They introduced the details of the structure and operation of 

the Notruf 144, including the coordination mechanisms concerning the EMS and further healthcare 

services, as well as, the background infrastructure together with the applied technical solutions. The 

participants had the opportunity to get an insight into the routine of the dispatchers; in addition, 

the participants could see the practice of cross-border cooperation through simulation of the on-

line application for dispatchers in operation. 

The application automates and formalises cross-border assistance with the help of a data sheet. 

The system offers three possibilities to determine the subject of assistance from the Czech point of 

view: 

 rescue operation in the Czecz Republic, request for the support from the Austrian EMS; 

 rescue operation in Austria, the Czech EMS takes over the operation; 

 rescue operation in Austria, which is handed over to the Austrian emergency operation 

centre. 

After that, the dispatcher should choose the professional classification of the case from a list 

(respiratory arrest, allergy, etc.), however the groups of diseases/types of services are different on 

the two sides of the border. The parties decided to keep their own (national) classifications, and 

adding their groups to the jointly developed, more comprehensive categories instead of 

harmonisation. Introduction about this is provided to all the dispatchers. Apart from the dropdown 

menu, the dispatcher can add a more detailed description of the case. Beside that, the location of 

the case must be added on the data sheet.  

After filling in all the required fields of the data sheet, a list of nearby Austrian and Czech rescue 

units appear with their types (ALS, BLS), and their distance from the case, both in kilometres and in 

times. The dispatcher chooses the most competent rescue unit(s) – according to his/her opinion – 

and sends the request for cooperation. 

The application sends the request to the receiver in the filler’s language, which is translated with 

the help of Google Translate. The receiver can accept or deny the request with a click (one by one 

in a case of requesting more rescue units). If the request is accepted, the chat function opens which 

provides real-time communication between the dispatchers of both sides. The application 

automatically translates the text to the receiver’s language with the help of Google Translate. 
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On the Austrian side, these are the dispatchers and the supervisor who are allowed to ask for cross-

border assistance if an adequate number of national rescue unit is not available on the Austrian 

side. 

In the case of cross-border assistance, the rescue unit is always in contact with its own coordination 

centre via radio (the Austrian network reaches to Brno) or mobile phone. The dispatchers of the 

two sides continuously communicate with each other on chat. The rescue unit determines if the 

patient should be taken to hospital according to its inner protocol, while the two dispatchers choose 

the nearest suitable hospital together. 

In case of cross-border action, each rescue unit works according to its national regulation (medical 

license, usage of distinguishing signs, etc.) and professional protocol, which is mutually respected 

by the parties. In practice, it means that a Czech doctor does not need a chamber membership and 

permission or the driver and the vehicle also do not need any extra permission to use the distinctive 

signs on the other side of the border. 

The participants raised several technical questions, as a result of which the previously indistinct 

aspects were clarified. 

The second day started in the University Clinic of St. Pölten, where Mag. Dr. Bernhard 

Kadlec commercial director shortly introduced the hospital, then he showed the emergency and 

supporting departments to the participants. The university hospital offers high quality care, 

especially in the field of cardiology and neurology. They accept 500 000 out-patient per year in 18 

departments. In addition, they operate their own, digitally-based logistic centre which provides 

several hospitals in the region with equipment and medication on a daily basis. 

In the remaining part of the morning, Elke Ledl, Head of the Lower-Austrian Healthacross Initiative 

aiming to enhance cross-border cooperation in the field of healthcare introduced their first 

INTERREG-V project implemented with the participation of Gmünd and České Velenice, which 

grounded the current widespread cooperation of the Lower-Austrian and the Czech provinces as a 

result of a 13-year long cooperation. Finally, she spoke about the initiatives launched together with 

Slovakia and Hungary. She highlighted that beside the political will to cooperate, the information 

of citizens are also crucial in order to eliminate the mental border which exists in their daily routine. 

As last agenda items, the group visited the Red Cross EMS station in St. Pölten, then the disaster 

and logistic centre in Münchendorf, where Michael Sartori held a short briefing on their activity of 

the group, the relating infrastructure and tools. In Austria, 90% of the emergency medical services 

are provided by the Red Cross. 

As an overall conclusion, it was conceived, that the Austrian healthcare institutional system is 

substantially more decentralised than the Hungarian one, in which the institutions have a significant 

freedom of decision within the well-based provincial framework. This might limit the applicability 

of the model in Hungary. 

Based on the presented hospital and ambulance station, the applied healthcare devices and 

equipment, treatments and protocols are highly similar to the Hungarian ones. However, there are 

substantial differences in technologies applied in the case of supporting functions, and in the 

employee- and patient-friendliness, as well as cost- and time-effective organisation of services. In 

this regard, the Austrian system can certainly be considered as a good example. 
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The Austrian-Czech cooperation is exemplary, concerning both of its aims, as well the simplicity 

and transparency of its operation. Of course, there are questions to be clarified on bilateral level, 

but it can be said that it would worth adapting this model in Hungary and the neighbouring states. 

The detailed report of this seminar is part of annex 2. 

Main findings of the analysis and proposals 

Considering the available legal and institutional frames, the most favourable and most 

advantageous tool for cross-border healthcare cooperation in Hungary is the health card to be 

introduced based on bilateral cooperation agreements, according to the rules of the EU 

patient care regime which is limited to the geograpfic territory and service providers of the 

cooperation. Its functionality conforms to the functionality of the form E112 in every other respect. 

The interest articulation and aims of the current Hungarian governmental health policy do not 

generally consider the advantages that may be come from cross-border healthcare cooperation, as 

a result of which the exploitation of these advantages are  realistically not expected. 

Bodies responsible for the planning of healthcare system have not collected regular, automatically 

structured data on cross-border healthcare services since 14 years. Thus, it would be crucial to 

display the cross-border aspects in the data collection to ground the structure change imposed 

by Gov. Decision 1798/2019. (XII. 23.). The National Health Insurance of Hungary (NEAK) is already 

capable of producing some part of the necessary data. However, these set of data are currently not 

produced on a regular basis, but based on individual, ad hoc requests, which require significant 

amounts of extra work. It causes workload that can be reduced if these types of data processing 

become the default functions of NEAK’s database. 

Cross-border healthcare cooperation lies in the competency of minimum two large sectors: 

regional development and healthcare (foreign affairs and transportation are also attached to 

this). Thus, any successful cooperation and action can only be established with the close 

cooperation of at least these two sectors. In light of this, interstate agreements should be made 

according to the following legislations: 

 No. XXI/1996 on regional development and area management, 

 No. LXXV/2014 on European Territorial Cooperation, 

 No. CLIV/1997 on healthcare, 

 and No. LXXXIII/1997 on compulsory health insurance services. 

Valid Hungarian healthcare acts are familiar with the term of cross-border healthcare service but 

these attach a meaning to it which is irrelevant in respect of regional (real cross-border) 

cooperation. Even with this, we don’t find it necessary to modify the concept of cross-border 

healthcare services according to paragraph 5/B. of legislation No. LXXXIII/1997. Instead, the 

introduction of the concept of “service offered in the framework of cross-border healthcare 

cooperation” with an adequate content would be an appropriate solution. 

Goals of cooperation of the involved parties, within the frames of healthcare, as well as 

rescue/ambulance segment of cross-border cooperation can be effectively achieved if the 

framework of their harmonised action is as little spontaneous as possible. In this field, significant 

achievements can be reached by long-term commitments. Within the field of cross-border 
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cooperation, typical instruments for this are the framework agreements and the 

administrative/implementing agreements – with framework filling character – concluded on the 

basis thereof, as well as (in the case of legal relationships which are not covered by social security 

schemes) service contracts between healthcare institutions and their patients. Within the frame of 

the project, the following suggestions were prepared in this regard: 

 a framework convention sample for bilateral agreements on cross-border healthcare 

cooperation; 

 a framework convention sample on intergovernmental regulation of cross-border rescue that 

was elaborated by utilising the Austrian-Czech treaty, the experiences of the related study tour 

and the comprehensive study 11 prepared within the framework of this initiative in 2017;  

 an agreement sample on the implementation of cross-border healthcare cooperation framework 

convention; 

 a model form of a contract to provide services in order to regulate the relationship between 

healthcare providers and their non-insured (cost of the care is self-funded) clients. 

In order to create cooperation between cross-border healthcare services and healthcare providers 

practical questions should be clarified: 

 which partners (who?), 

 in which areas, in regard of which actions/services (what?), 

 in which geographical area (where?), 

want to create/develop cooperation, furthermore: 

 from what community resources [EU] they want to launch cooperation, 

 and from what resources [own or national] they want to provide the operation (from what 

resource?). 

This requires the consideration of the following circumstances in any cases: 

1. Organisers and participants of future cooperation should know each other’s relations 

accurately. The large number of partners, the same or similar interests without the proper 

harmonisation, would rather counteract than strengthen each other. Considering this, in 

favour of successful cooperation, the mapping of all cross-border structures and local 

actors is fundamental during the preparation of cooperation. Participants should also 

answer the question that how their aims suit the system of objectives of the cooperation 

intended to be established between healthcare service providers and how to integrate them 

into the new cooperation - if possible. 

2. In light of paragraph 27 (9) of legislation No. LXXXIII/1997 on compulsory health insurance 

services the National Healthcare Services Center (ÁEEK) and The National Health 

Insurance of Hungary (NEAK) should be involved in the preparation of agreements that 

establish cooperation between cross-border healthcare service providers even whether 

targeting publicly or privately funded patient care. 

3. The interoperability of borders is the basic condition of efficiency and sustainability of cross-

border cooperation. In light of this, it is important to recognise that the development of 

cooperation between cross-border healthcare service providers requires close consultation 

                                                 
11 The promotion of institutionalised cross-border healthcare integration - http://legalaccess.cesci-

net.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/JOGa2_1b-Egeszsegugy_CESCI.pdf 

about:blank
about:blank
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not only among future cooperating partners, but also among those, who are responsible 

for other sectoral development (e.g. transportation). 

4. In favour of smooth cooperation, contacting with governmental partners and planners 

of the neighbouring states in cross-border healthcare cooperation is nearly as important 

as the other factors mentioned above. 

Fulfilment of the defined indicators  

THE INDICATOR TARGET FULFILLED 

International professional seminar 1  1  

EU member states participating at the seminar 6  5 12 

Aptitude assessment 4  4  

Draft proposal for interstate agreement 1  1  

Legislative proposal for cross-border movement of 

ambulances 
1  1  

PILOT-agreement of Regional Patient Care 4  113 

Guide for organising cross-border patient mobility 1  1  

Possibilities to continue the subproject 

In this case, the scope of healthcare cooperation can be divided into two major areas. 

In case of ambulance services, it would be necessary to continue the discussions, launched within 

the frame of the project, at bi- and/or multilateral level. As a result of the previous events, the next 

professional meeting, which is expected to take place in February of 2020, is being organized by 

the Healthcare State Secretary of the Ministry of Human Capacities, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

and Trade, and by the National Ambulance Service (NAS) with the competent authorities of two 

neighbouring countries, Austria and Slovakia. The meeting will focus on a potential state treaty 

based on the Austrian-Czech best practice, which is under revision by the legal staff of the National 

Ambulance Service. To the invitation of the Ministry of Human Capacities and the NAS, CESCI takes 

part in the further work as facilitatator of the discussions. 

However, it would also worth countinuing to maintain and to strengthen the relationships with the 

other neighbouring EU member states. This could be implemented by bilateral meetings and/or 

multilateral consultations, similar to previous ones (e.g. seminar).  

Regarding patient mobility across the Hungarian borders, cooperation is currently less advanced, 

because of the complexity of the topic and the structural problems of the sector in Hungary. 

                                                 
12  The Slovenian participants were unable to attend the seminar due to time conflict. 

13  On the basis of the results of the aptitude test, one contract template sample, possible to use widely, was 

developed instead of 4 institution-specific contracts. 
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However, within the framework of the project, preparation of the cooperation on a professional 

level was carried out, which might be continued by reviewing the cross-border aspects of the policy 

area, as well as launching consultations with the neighbouring countries by the competent actors, 

mainly on national level. With the appropriate intentions, a suitable framework could be provided 

by the upcoming transformation process to be implemented according to the Government Decree 

1798/2019. (XII. 23.). 

Last, but not least, it is important to maintain and to strengthen both topics in the cross-border 

cooperation discourse also at the level of the European Union. Among others, the DG REGIO 

initiatives or platforms, such as the EUREGHA14 forum, bringing together local and regional 

stakeholders of the cross-border healthcare cooperation, offer possibilities for it. 

                                                 
14 European Regional and Local Health Authorities - http://www.euregha.net/ 

about:blank
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2.2 Exploring the legal background of public procurement in cross-

border developments 

Objective of the subproject 

In the course of project 2018, one of the recurring topics during consultations with EGTCs was the 

complex implementation of public procurement procedure connected to cross-border projects. 

First, it was problematic that a Hungarian based EGTC could publish a call according to the public 

procurement law of the neighbouring country. Second, it was emerged that how each item should 

have purchased in case of integrated projects. It mainly caused problems in developments, which 

needed investments on both sides of the border. 

Concerning the complexity of this topic, first, general legal framework was analysed on a basic level 

in the course of the current project, to settle raising questions. A proposal was formulated to 

eliminate the lack of harmonisation of law, and a guide was made to help the public procurement 

procedure of cross-border projects. 

Presentation of the subproject activities 

No special conciliations and conferences were held in the topic of the subproject yet. It was only 

processed by a legal expert on the mentioned basic level, who rated the available legislations of 

member countries that could come into question and of third countries, as well. The expert 

prepared a formulation of amendments and a guide, too. 

During the work, in favour of transparency, we analysed the related provisions of all countries that 

could come into question, even if large leeways could be noticed in the regulation system of certain 

countries (see third countries), mainly because they were lacking of the EU membership. 

We divided the professional work into the following subtasks: 

1. Review the EU and certain national public procurement regimes: 

1.1. Review the public procurement regime of the European Union; 

1.2. Review the public procurement regime of Hungary; 

1.3. Main differences in the neighbouring member states’ and third countries’ public 

procurement regime from the Hungarian one (if interpretable). 

2. Public procurement regulations related to the implementation of cross-border projects 

(integrated projects); 

2.1. In the relation of member state-member state; 

2.2. In the relation of member state-third country (if interpretable). 

3. Proposals on harmonisation of law and legislation in favour of clarifying, simplifying and 

improving cross-border (public) procurement of EGTC. 

4. Guide on cross-border public procurements for EGTCs (including the whole procedure from the 

preparation to the closing of delivery). 
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Summary of the subproject results 

We summarise the subproject results in the three following fields: 

 exploration of differences in harmonisation of law; 

 proposed legislation to correct explored differences; 

 making a guide for the EGTCs that can be used in practice. 

Exploration of differences in harmonisation of law 

During the harmonisation of law, one starting point of the policy of the European Union was to 

establish real internal market on public markets to provide equal opportunity, equal and non-

discrimination treatment, fair competition and transparency for economic operators. Although, at 

the latest modernisation review of directives in 2014, the better usage of public procurements to 

support common economic and social (strategic, sustainability, innovative) aims, the increase of the 

efficiency of public expenditure, as well as to promote small and medium-sized enterprises to take 

part in public procurements were already an important aspect. 

However, the development of the new directives’ contents were affected by the previously effective 

Directive 2004/18/EK15 that implicitly allowed common cross-border public procurement, there is 

still a significant legal and practical problem for contracting authorities to buy from central 

purchasing bodies of other member states or award public procurement contracts together. 

Because of this, new regulations on common cross-border public procurement were established, 

which facilitated cooperation between contracting authorities, the conditions of cross-border 

requisition of central purchasing bodies was named and a public procurement law applicable in 

cases of common cross-border procedures was made including regulation applicable in cases of 

legal remedy for the contracting authorities of different member states, furthermore, it was made 

possible to establish common organisations based on national or EU law. 

In relation to the analytical methodology of the study, it should be noted, that the regulation of 

Directive (Classic Directive) 2014/24/EU and Directive (Public Service Directive) 2014/25/EU on 

public procurement are basically the same, therefore, they both can be applied to all public 

procurement contracting authorities, thus in the followings, only the provisions of classic 

directive were examined. Finally, public procurement regulations were not included in Concession 

Directive 2014/23/EU, which doesn’t mean that – in light of the evolution of directive – there is no 

place for such procurements and for their directive regulation below in the case of concession 

procurement objects. 

Requirements formulated by directives were adapted into public procurement norms through 

member state laws and implementing legislations. It is worth mentioning that not all member states 

meet the deadline of 18 April 2016, thus in December 2017 the European Commission initiated an 

                                                 
15  Additional note: it is the so called classic directive, the predecessor of Directive 2014/24/EU. 
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infringement procedure against four member states. Among them, Austria fulfilled its obligation in 

2018 and Slovenia in 2019.16 

The transposition of directive regulations can cause different solutions in each member state in 

some cases, with the feeling of overregulation (e.g. the Hungarian public procurement regulation 

is a considerably complex, multilevel and detailed standard with a stronger approach to 

centralisation and control.) However, new directives from 2014 can be considered as gap fillers and 

they generally promoted the cases of cross-border cooperation and joint developments of member 

countries from the perspective of procurement. 

In this final report we don’t discuss the public procurement rights of third countries more 

thoroughly. It is enough to mention, that these regulations are understandably did not or just partly 

harmonised with the EU law in respect of their guiding principles towards joint procurements with 

other countries are not discuss cross-border aspects. 

Short summary of the Hungarian public procurement regulation 

The defining source of domestic public procurement law is statutory, which currently effective and 

repeatedly modified code is Legislation CXLIII/2015 (henceforward: PPA), which is the fourth PPA 

since the regime change. The implementing regulations (and other joint legislations) of PPA 

regulate details and specific rules of public procurements. 

The Second Part of PPA is valid for public procurements and public procurement procedures that 

reach the EU limit, while the Third Part includes public procurement regulations that are below the 

EU limit but reach or exceed national limits. 

National limits are determined annually in PPA.17 

Table 1: National public procurement limits in 2020 

Application / 

Contracting authority 
Subjectt 

Limit value 

(forint) 

Act no. LXXI. of 

201918 

National thresholds for 

other than public 

service contracts 

supplies 15 million HUF Article 70 (1) a) 

service 15 million HUF Article 70 (1) d) 

construction 

investment 
50 million HUF Article 70 (1) b) 

service concession 30 million HUF Article 70 (1) e) 

construction 

concession 
100 million HUF Article 70 (1) c) 

                                                 
16  Ferk, P. Ferk, B., Hodošček, K.: A Challenging Transposition of Directive 2014/23/EU on the Award of 

Concession Contracts to Slovenia – the New Certain Concession Contracts Act (Country Report, íSlovenia) 

European Procurement & Public Private Partnership Law Review Volume 14, Issue 3 (2019) p. 203. 

17  PPA. 15. § 

18  Act no. LXXI. of 2019 on the 2020 central budget of Hungary   
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Application / 

Contracting authority 
Subjectt 

Limit value 

(forint) 

Act no. LXXI. of 

201918 

National thresholds for 

public service contracts 

supplies 50 million HUF Article 70 (2) a) 

service 50 million HUF Article 70 (2) c) 

construction 

investment 
100 million HUF Article 70 (2) b) 

service concession 100 million HUF Article 70 (2) e) 

construction 

concession 
200 million HUF Article 70 (2) d) 

 

Transposition of the directive rules into the procurement rules of the EU member states, 

neighbouring with Hungary, shows that these member states generally followed the normative text 

of the directive, i.e. they typically did not create new rules. Particular provision of the Slovak law 

deserves a highlight which allows "contracting authorities" to take advantage of these cross-border 

procurements if the applicable legislation is in accordance with the legally binding acts of the EU. 

In our view, a similar approach could be followed by the relevant third countries in their 

"approximating legislation", i.e. harmonising their public procurement rules with the members state 

rules, hence the relevant EU law could be designated as the applicable law. 

Proposals for legislative amendments in order to correct the revealed differences 

 The foundation of the common organisation (see EGTC), should not necessarily be tended 

to the implementation of public procurements, especially not for the implementation of 

“defined” public procurement(s). According to our opinion, this exposure in the current 

regulation is unduly restrictive, especially that even in the case of the European Grouping 

for Territorial Cooperation (EGTC) mentioned in the directive, the main activity is usually not 

tended to the implementation of joint public procurement. 

 It probably came as a result of the previously mentioned approach that paragraph 30 (6) of 

Public Procurement Act refers the regulation – that related to temporality and in some cases, 

connected to the implementation of sporadic joint public procurement – to the 

establishment of joint organisation and not to the contractor agreement although, the 

directive contains the latter. 

 It is also worth underlining that the directive provides the inclusion of the Public 

Procurement Law’s applicable agreement into the constitutional document of joint 

organisation only if the agreement is for an undetermined period of time and does not 

require it otherwise. Valid Hungarian provisions contradict this, which eventuates an 

unnecessary, restrictive interpretation, which also excludes the sporadic right of disposal of 

the EGTC’s main body to decide in such cases. 

 Furthermore, it is also a difference that the applicable law, designated by agreement 

according to directives, can not only be applied to the negotiation of the Public 

Procurement Procedure, but more widely than that, to the given national public 
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procurement regulation, as well (based on the preambulum of directive it includes e.g. legal 

remedy and according to our observations the mandatory public procurement legislations, 

which are applicable to the conclusion of contracts based on the procedure). 

 The determination of applicable law is a fundamental question in cases of public 

procurement nevertheless, the directive entrusts the joint organisation that “has 

jurisdiction” with this decision, while the public procurement law only names the main body. 

Since it is possible to have manouverability inside the organisation to divide competencies 

based on regulation, which refers to the organisations (e.g. in the case of the EGTC, as well), 

it is questionable, whether domestic regulation should interfere with this question, because 

the expected agreement among “underlying” contracting authorities is also a guarantee 

itself (it’s undeniable that in most cases, the main body becomes the competent one). 

Furthermore, the relationship between the agreement of the contracting authorities and the 

content of the decision of the Assembly should also be specified, since the agreement 

should not happen according to the decision of the Assembly, but the agreement should 

be “integrated” within the act of the appropriate body of the organisation. 

In light of the above, we suggest a quick revision of the substantive differences that are unnecessary 

and interfere with or complicate the appropriate emergence of directive regulation. 

Due to the complexity and codification nature of the proposed amendments, the study – because 

of the nature of its basic principle – is limited to indicate the regulatory anomalies. We recommend 

the implementation of a separate project for drafting textual legislative proposals. 

Preparation of a practical guide for EGTCs 

Aim of the guide 

The aim of this guide is twofold: on one hand, it provides a comprehensible, practical assistance to 

public procurement procedures; on the other hand, it maps the most important topics and cross-

border cases that does not create an obvious situation, which makes cross-border cooperation 

harder and where current regulatory situations are incomplete. Whithin this, the guide gives an 

overview on the related provisions of the Hungarian Public Procurement Law to the investigative 

steps of procurement needs, by taking into consideration the most important questions of 

preparing and conducting public procurement procedure, as well as the phase of contracting and 

fulfilment of the agreement. 

Key lessons of the guide 

The key principles identified by the study, which need to be taken into particular account during 

the public procurement procedure in the case of the EGTCs established by Hungarian participants, 

are the following ones: 

 in the case of a joint procurement, an agreement on the law that are applicable to public 

procurement is mandatory, or its incorporation in the articles, or by the decision of the 

competent body of the EGTC (decision of the general assembly); 
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 it is a conceptual question, whether the agreement on the applicable law should be 

permanent or rather on ad hoc basis, or a delimitation in space or time on the basis of the 

subject of public procurement and according to the type of contract to be concluded; 

 contracting authorities cannot circumvent their own mandatory public rules by choosing 

the applicable national law; 

 when a third country entity is a member of the EGTC and the activity is implemented in the 

third country, the public procurement rules of the third country need to be aligned with the 

relevant EU law; 

 in case of choosing a law, there is a need to clarify the scope of the applicable law; then it 

arises, whether a contract resulting from the public procurement procedure is necessarily 

regulated by the law of the member state under whose the public procurement law was 

conducted; 

 it is worth to examine the applicable public procurement rules (not only procedural type) 

and for example "alignment" of public procurement law in another country, where the 

investment is made; 

 market analysis to identify acquisition needs is indispensable on both sides of the border;  

 "competition" of public procurement rules, i.e. selecting of the law can be interpreted in a 

way that the more competitive regulation is more preferable by the contracting authorities, 

as well as by the tenderers; nevertheless, this requires further analysis. 

Overview of the procurement process 

A public procurement procedure is obligatory in the case, when the public procurement contract, 

or concluding construction investment or concession contract appear from the side of the 

contracting authority, or from the side of the EGTC, and its estimated value is below or above the 

public procurement thresholds (excluding exceptions under the EU and national law). 

Contracting authority 

The public procurement directives are the classic contracting authorities of the member states, or 

they interpret the procurement of the joint entity among the contracting entities, while these 

entities, including the EGTCs, have separate legal personality. Because of this, legal status of the 

EGTCs is questionable as the legal status of the entities in the field of public procurement, i.e. 

whether they share the contracting authority status of the participants (classic contracting authority 

or public contracting authority), or how this should be judged and the procedural consequences 

deducted in case of mixed situations.  

It is also questionable that reference to certain categories of public procurement subjects should 

be interpreted on the basis of the EU regulation, or on the basis of the Hungarian legislation (Act 

LXXV of 2014). The definition of a public undertaking, referred by the EU EGTC regulation, does not 

include the conditions of public service activities. It is also unclear how the Hungarian law identifies 

the classic contracting entities providing public services, like the EGTC-members (besides, the 

category of the so-called public undertakings were left out of the list, because not all public 

undertakings are bodies governed by public law).  
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Within this study, we work with the so-called classic contracting authorities and with the rules of 

procedure that they apply, considering that the Hungarian regulation for implementing the EU 

EGTC Regulation refers to the article 5 (1) of the public procurement act.  

Subject-matters of public procurements  

According to the Public Procurement Act, public procurement is a public contract, as well as a 

concluding construction concession or a service concession (so-called procurement concessions). 

Subject-matters of a public procurement contract may be the purchase of supplies, construction 

investment or service. Subject-matters of the so-called procurement concessions can be a 

construction investment or a service.  

The distinction between public procurement and procurement concession is important. In the case 

of the former, a public procurement procedure is needed to be done for the contract, while in the 

case of the latter, procurement concession procedure shall be carried out, and the two sets of rules 

are very different from each other.  

Estimated value of public procurement, prohibition of sub-divisions and thresholds for public 

procurement 

Contracting authorities can estimate how the value relates to the public procurement thresholds 

(it remains below, reaches, or exceeds it); subsequently, defining whether there is a need to apply 

the public procurement rules for that procurement, and if yes, which procedural set should be 

applied. The rules for calculation of the estimated value is defined by the EU law. 

One of the critical points in establishing the estimated value is the prohibition of subdivision, 

specifically the question whether the procurement needs represent a unity or separate parts, 

because if the procurement is considered through “unity” – evaluating the public procurement 

thresholds and their reach – then it cannot be separated into parts and its elements are counted 

together. These rules are worthy of consideration in the context of cross-border public procurement 

of the EGTCs, because the cross-border nature does not necessarily break the implementation of 

technical-economic functional unity of project elements in a joint procurement.  

The applicable procedure 

Following the questions of scope, it is necessary to clarify which procedural rules are applied to the 

transaction which is considered as a public procurement, and which further preparatory steps, 

investigations and decisions are necessary for this purpose. As a general rule, in a case when public 

procurement contracts reach or go above the EU thresholds then the EU procedure is relevant, 

while in a case when public procurement contracts remain below the EU threshold, but reach the 

national thresholds, then the national procedure is relevant.  

Preparation of the public procurement procedure 

Preparation of the procedure is the most decisive and critical stage for successful conduct of the 

procedure. The profound preparation requires an appropriate amount of time, complex and multi-
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actor expertise, diverse exploration, as well as conceptual and strategic decisions. Relating to 

exploration, for example the contracting authority might implement market consultations in order 

to prepare public procurement, as well as to inform the economic subject about their 

procurement plans and requirements. For this purpose, they may ask or take advice from 

independent experts, public authorities or market participants. 

Preparation is made more difficult by the fact that only a part of subject-matters is regulated by 

the law, even though that public procurement law increasingly articulates more and more 

expectations in order to profoundly raise awareness of the process preparation.  

It is important to determine the applicable law in the preparatory phase of the cross-border 

public procurement of the EGTCs, but if it is possible it could be done even sooner, especially if 

this can be stated separately for each type of contract or procedure.  

Implementation of public procurement procedure 

The procurement procedure is started (in the case of the EGTCs) when the announcing notice is 

sent (the date of dispatch varies according to the EU and national procedures). The contracting 

authority includes information, specifications required for the procurement within the contract 

notice or in further public procurement documents, for example the technical descriptions relating 

to the subject of the contract.  

In the case of cross-border public procurement of the EGTC, division of the contract should also 

assure partial tendering, where borders represent formation or separation of certain parts of the 

procurement, in particular, application of the law of the place, where it is to be implemented, would 

be justified.  

Among the call specifications, requirements for the tenderers are essential, because they have 

significant impact on the ability of market subjects to participate. These include mandatory 

excluding reasons, the optional excluding reasons (these may be imposed on a discretionary 

basis) and the eligibility requirements. 

In the field of the technical-professional ability, a reference certificate may be required by the 

contracting authority, could be maximum until 75% of the estimated value, or quantity, of the public 

procurement. In parallel to this, examining the economic and financial standing, looking at the 

required turnover compared to the subject-matter of public procurement, the tenderer shall not 

be qualified unsuitable if its turnover reaches at least 75% of the estimated value 

In the case of cross-border public procurement, the involvement of member state experts and 

ensuring their joint activities are important in preparing the call for proposals, as well as a thorough 

mapping of the requirements of the investment site. Compliance with the requirements of the 

tender is essential both in the first stage of the procedure and in the implementation phase; 

moreover, these conditions might differ from one type of procedure to another. 

The following types of procedures may be used in the EU procedure (on the basis of the general 

rule): open procedure; restricted procedure; negotiated procedure; competitive dialogue; 

innovation partnerships; negotiated procedure without publication of a contract notice. Among the 

mentioned ones, only open and restricted procedures can be freely used (subject to certain 
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conditions), while other types of procedure require a specific legal basis for application. Besides 

the distinction between the two types of procedure, other aspects are also relevant in the process 

of choosing the procedure (for example, the procurement aim, the feature that serves as best, 

innovation aim, negotiation opportunity, time of implementation, risks).  

One of the procedural steps within the national rules of procedure is the application of the Union 

rules of procedure with certain alterations. It is worth to highlight the so-called possibility of five 

tenderer procedure which is applicable if the estimated value of the construction investment is 

less than three hundred million HUF (but it reaches the national threshold); however, this is not 

applicable in the case if the procurement is financed by the European Union funds and if it is 

linked with cross-border project across the Hungarian border. In this particular procedure, the 

range must include at least five tenderers as suitable for genuine competition. This procedure is 

launched by a call of at least five selected economic subjects to bid directly and it is not 

launched by an announcement.  

There is another path within national procedure, namely the possibility of establishing and 

applying own procurement rules. In the context of cross-border public procurement 

procedures for the EGTCs, the development and application of these rules could be the most 

appropriate way to manage the specificities of cross-border public procurement or even 

through establishing a simpler procedure. 

Those situations are different from launching of a public procurement procedure, when the 

contracting authority – mainly with the aim to inform the market participants in advance – prepares 

a so called preliminary prospectus. After beginning of the financial year, the contracting authority 

prepares such a prospectus about the planned public contracts for the next year or at most for the 

next 12 months. In the case of cross-border public procurement of the EGTCs, it may be appropriate 

to publish the preliminary prospectus because it timely informs the market about the planned 

public procurements for the particular year, especially in a case when they involve a complex and/or 

larger order. 

In the case of the EGTCs, it is essential that the tender notice and other public procurement 

documents are (fully) available in those languages which are relevant to the location of the cross-

border cooperation. 

The relevant Hungarian law is very narrow in terms of language use: language of the proceeding 

may be only Hungarian; nevertheless, the contracting authority may allow the use of another 

language. 

Depending on the type of the public procurement procedure, the role of complementary 

information and on-site visit legal institution can play a decisive part from the call to the bidding 

phase. In case of complementary information, can be counted with the use of additional time and 

cost with bidirectional or even multilingual communication.  

Bidding and evaluation 

Any economic subject may submit a proposal for the particular public procurement procedure 

which complies with the conditions laid down by the contracting authority within the public 
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procurement documents; moreover, may submit if it is not subject of excluding causes, and it 

satisfies the eligibility criteria, as well as with the other prescribed content and formal requirements. 

The contracting authority has to accept the above mentioned in advance, written in the European 

single procurement document (ESPD). Formal and content requirements of the ESPD sample of 

declaration, aiming to reduce administrative burdens, are managed by the EU regulation.  

A further control option for the contracting authority is the e-Certis19, the electronic system 

developed and maintained by the European Commission. It helps the orientation within the system 

of certificates and declarations which are required from the EU member state tenderers. As well as, 

the Internal Market Information System (IMI), which is an online tool, enables cooperation between 

the European authorities. 

The contracting authority evaluates the tenders on the basis of the evaluation criteria (the lowest 

price or the best price-quality ratio), the duration of the evaluation is limited in a way that the 

written notice about the closing decision of the proceeding (extension is possible) shall be given 

during the validity period of tenders (30, or 60 days). Winner of the proceeding is the tenderer 

who proposed the most favourable tender, on the basis of the evaluation criteria, and whose 

proposal is valid.  

The public procurement procedure is completed by the publication of the notice on the result of 

the procedure. 20 

Contracting 

On the basis of the successful public procurement procedure, the tenderer and the contracting 

authority are bounded by an obligation to contract, and the law allows only a limited exemption 

from it. Hence, for example in case of a withdrawal of the winner tenderer, a contract is signed with 

the next best-ranked tenderer, if he was marked by the contracting authority in the written summary 

of the evaluation. If the contracting authority allowed the bidding for part of a contract, it may 

contract with the winners for each part.  

For preparing the contracts to be concluded on the basis of the implemented procedures – in 

addition to the public procurement law – underlying application of the Hungarian Civil Code is 

justified. In the case of the EGTCs, the question may arise whether the content of the contract, 

concluded in accordance with the rules of the member state where the project is implemented, is 

compatible with the mandatory provisions of other member state’s legal basis for the public 

procurement procedure. Comparing and aligning the law is particularly important during the 

preparatory phase of the procedure, during drafting of the contractual terms and the draft 

of the contract. 

                                                 
19  https://ec.europa.eu/tools/ecertis/#/search  

20  The article 43 of the Public Procurement Act regulates other disclosure requirements of the contracting 

authority.  

https://ec.europa.eu/tools/ecertis/#/search
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Implementation of the contract 

The public procurement rules were set up in accordance with the contract performance provisions 

of the Civil Code; however, the public procurement law itself contains relevant specific provisions 

(thus, it involves a number of rules that aim to prevent any subsequent abuse). 

Therefore, it is particularly important that the contracting authority should control and document 

the fulfilment of the contractual obligations, which were taken into account during the evaluation 

procedure of the public procurement, as well as it should document any performance, together 

with the reasons, which deviates from the contract, and it may enforce claims relating to the breach 

of the contract. Compliance with the requirements for modification and performance of the 

contract is monitored by the Public Procurement Authority, and in case of a breach, it has the right 

to initiate proceedings at the Public Procurement Arbitration Committee or it has the right to initiate 

the court proceeding.  

Finally, we mention that the public procurement law – in line with the EU directives – severely limits 

the possibility of modifying the public procurement contracts and modifications are allowed only 

in specific cases. If the contract is modified through an unlawful omission of a public procurement 

procedure, the amendment is null and void. 

Fulfilment of the desired indicators 

THE INDICATOR TARGET FULFILLED 

Legal analysis 1  1  

Legal proposal of public procurement procedures 

related to the EGTCs 
1  1  

Guide 1  1  

Possibilities to continue the subproject 

A “problem map” was formulated during the investigation of the legal environment of public 

procurement procedures related to cross-border projects of the EGTCs, which have raised the need 

for 

a) further analysis, in case of conflictions and rules that relate to public procurement “public 

agreement” and legal remedy, 

b) on the other hand, case study/studies on the basis of already implemented cross-border 

public procurements, which can be used to develop further regulatory proposals (both on 

the EU and national level) and to set precedents to be promoted as good practices 

(including the level of the EGTC agreement and if applicable, the level of international 

underlying agreements, as well). 
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3 Summary, possibilities of continuing legal accessibility 

The most significant result of the Legal Accessibility initiative so far has been that with the 

involvement of the interested parties, we managed to spotlight the importance of cross-border 

cooperation. We can conclude that in the field of health cooperation, the initiative has met its goals. 

On the one hand, we have created the information exchange platform of the ambulance services. 

As a result of this, at the end of 2019, the Hungarian state secretary, being in charge of health 

policy, ordered to elaborate a concept on the cooperation of the ambulance services along the 

Hungarian-Austrian and the Hungarian-Slovak borders. The commission has been delivered to the 

general director of the Hungarian National Ambulance Service. Taking into account the easy 

applicability of the Czech-Austrian model and the draft agreement, designed during the current 

project, it is probable that, in the near future, integrated ambulance systems will be developed 

along these two borders. In order to ensure the continuation of the launched joint work and to 

enhance the relationships with other neighbouring countries, within the framework of the Legal 

Accessibility project of 2020 (subject to be supported), CESCI plans to organise the 3rd seminar of 

the ambulance services. At the same time, we can hand over the task of the professional 

coordination to the professional institutions. 

On the other hand, we see the cooperation of the hospitals in a similar way. Here, we also fulfilled 

our task what we could make within the framework of the Legal Accessibility initiative. In order to 

strengthen the cooperation, the territorial integration and the pacient mobility among the hospitals 

– similarly to the ambulance services – there is a need to launch comprehensive professional 

negotiations. For this purpose, CESCI – with the involvement of appropriate experts – has unfolded 

the legal and administrative background and has drafted a proposal on the design of the frames 

to the ministry of health. In this field, further steps can be taken through the organisation of 

professional forums, if the ministry is interested therein.  

The analysis of the legal and administrative issues related to the European Groupings of Territorial 

Cooperation (EGTC) representing the most innovative form of cross-border governance and the 

most advanced level of cross-border institutionalised cooperation, means a permanent challenge 

since the everyday practice of the groupings keep unfolding new and new problems. Due to this 

permanence, the CESCI team started developing an online platform called EGTC Monitor in 2018. 

All the information related to the Hungarian EGTCs will be available through this platform in a day-

to-day manner, including the obstacles of their daily operation, solutions and best practices thereof. 

The coordination of the EGTC workshops, launched by CESCI in 2012 and organised 3 to 4 times 

per year, is currently carried out by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade. At these events, the 

difficulties met by the EGTCs are regularly treated, but the managements of the groupings are also 

informed about the achievements of the national and EU level policies, like the initiatives taken by 

the DG REGIO. 

Taking all above into consideration, our association does not plan to uncover new obstacles related 

to the operation of the EGTCs in 2020, but we intend to deliver a kind of summary on the legal 

aspects – partly in line with the 10th anniversary of the EGTC Platform of the CoR. According to our 

plans, the reserach volume will be delivered at the annual meeting of the Platform to be held in 
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Paris in November. The volume, written by the most known European experts, gives a 

comprehensive picture on the results of the institutional model applied by Hungary which is highly 

important among the EU member states in terms of both number and innovation.  

Nevertheless, the collection of information of the first milestone of the Legal Accessibility initiative, 

performed in 2016, provides us with a plethora of further topics to address, from cros-border 

transport to the obstacles that hinder labour mobility. In parallel, it is necessary to develop an 

institutionalised system (a kind of a permanent mechanism) of legal accessibility. For this purpose, 

we made a proposal on a Visegrad Four level solution. The development of the V4 level model and 

the bilateral solutions will be determined by the future of the ECBM Regulation. Thus, we have to 

wait for the approval of the Regulation at the end of 2020 before taking new steps in this field. 
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Annexes 

Annex 1: Documentation of the 2nd international seminar on 

cross-border EMS 

Reminder on 2nd international seminar on cross-border EMS 

Legal Accessibility | Fourth Milestone  

Cross-border EMS - 2nd international seminar on cross-border EMS 

30 September 2019, Budapest   

 

Participants 

Christian Legler – Notruf NÖ (AT) 

Mag. Dr. Susanne Ottendorfer – Notruf NÖ (AT) 

Siegfried Weinert, MSc – Notruf NÖ (AT) 

Mag. Oec. Mirjana Hanžeković – Zavoda za hitnu medicinu koprivničko-križevačke županije (HR) 

Vladimira Križaj-Grabant – Zavod Za hitnu medicinu međimurske županije (HR) 

Dr. Juca Dacian – Departamentul pentru Situații de Urgență (RO) 

Gencsi László – Ambulanta Bihor (RO) 

Dr. Licniu Venter – Ambulanta Bihor (RO) 

Ács Zoltán – Operačné stredisko záchrannej zdravotnej služby (SK) 

Juraj Hrehorcak - Operačné stredisko záchrannej zdravotnej služby (SK) 

Lucia Mesárošová – Operačné stredisko záchrannej zdravotnej služby (SK) 

Július Pavčo – Operačné stredisko záchrannej zdravotnej služby (SK) 

Dr. Csató Gábor – National Ambulance Service (HU) 

Dr. Engelbrecht Imre – National Ambulance Service (HU) 

Dr. Golopencza Pál – National Ambulance Service (HU) 

Dr. Gyenes Kata – National Healthcare Services Center (HU) 

Dr. Jova Anett – National Ambulance Service (HU) 

Dr. Lórántfy Mária – National Ambulance Service (HU) 

Dr. Zágori Szilvia – Ministry of Human Resources of Hungary (HU) 

Dr. Balogh Tamás – CESCI (HU) 

Hüse-Nyerges Enikő – CESCI (HU) 

Ocskay Gyula – CESCI (HU) 

 

The seminar was opened by Dr Gábor Csató, Director General of the National Ambulance Service. 

In his speech he introduced the structure of the biggest health care body of Hungary (8100 

employees, 255 departments) and pointed out the importance of cross-border cooperation. Then 
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Gyula Ocskay, Secretary General of CESCI presented the Legal accessibility initiative giving the 

framework of this project. Among others, he introduced the results of the first three milestones and 

the European background of the process including the Cross-border Review project of the DG 

Regio implemented in 2015, the EU communication titled “Boosting growth and cohesion in EU 

border regions” and the draft EU regulation on the European Cross-border Mechanism, which 

recently foresees the establishment of such contact points by each EU Member State that will be in 

charge of the systematic management of cross-border legal obstacles.  

After him, Enikő Hüse-Nyerges, project manager and dr Tamás Balogh, expert of CESCI introduced 

the past and recent activities and results of the ambulance sub-project. She spoke about the overall 

study and proposals on the Hungarian legal and administrative framework of cross-border 

ambulance services elaborated in 2017, which analysed the conditions of implementing cross-

border emergency rescue through thematic approach, including the following topics: 

 the conditions for crossing the border: Schengen, non-Schengen internal borders and 

external borders 

 operating licenses: material and personal criteria 

 use of distinctive signs and their criteria 

 administrative-technical issues: liability and vehicle insurance, fuelling, travel notes, etc. 

 professional cross-border cooperation from rescue alert to patient hospitalization 

 communication: radio contacts, linguistic obstacles 

 financial questions: financial aspects of rescue activity and emergency hospital care. 

The related legal and policy recommendations were drafted on European, bilateral and national 

level. The proposal at the European level was formulated to define the concept of cross-border 

rescue, mutual acceptance of operational licenses and distinguishing signs beyond the border in a 

directive (similar to the Directive No. 2011/24), while the details of cooperation are proposed to be 

handled on bilateral level. The policy recommendations touch upon the European standards on 

EMS equipment and data protection, the establishment of joint exercises and training, databases 

and interpretation services at certain border regions. 

In addition, dr Tamás Balogh presented the cornerstones of a draft state treaty to be elaborated 

until the end of the year based on the existing good practices including the Austrian – Czech 

cooperation. The treaty is built upon the principle of equal treatment, which means that both the 

EMS unit and the vehicle remain under the national legislation of the country of origin after crossing 

the border. As a result, the treaty is capable of handling the obstacles concerning the operation 

licenses and distinguishing signs, as well as the recognition of diplomas. It is also an important 

element of the draft that if the patient's state of health permits, the person shall normally be 

transported to the territory of his or her country of origin. In terms of financing, he said that the 

reimbursement of the costs should be prioritized in accordance with the rules of European Union 

law. 

In the second half of the afternoon, following the introduction of the participants Susanne 

Ottendorfer and Siegfried Weinert, representatives of the Notruf NÖ presented the cooperation 

model between Lower Austria and the Czech Republic, which concerns Lower Austria and 3 Czech 

counties. They introduced the structure of organization (220 stations, 839 vehicles, 44 mountain 

http://legalaccess.cesci-net.eu/en/legalaccessibility/
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/cooperation/european-territorial/cross-border/review/
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/information/publications/communications/2017/boosting-growth-and-cohesion-in-eu-border-regions
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/information/publications/communications/2017/boosting-growth-and-cohesion-in-eu-border-regions
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/HU/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52018PC0373&from=EN
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and 8 water rescue units etc.) and its activities (continental, mountain and water rescue, K-9, 

dispatch and coordination service, hospital complaint hotline, project management, software 

development). According to the statistics, in 2018 the dispatch centres received more than 1,6 

million calls, which meant up to 6.000 dispatch per day, 13% of which were time sensitive. 

Then the necessity of cross-border cooperation was illustrated via a case study. The states, which 

had had a cooperation agreement for mass disasters since 2000, signed a state treaty in 2016 in 

order to improve the availability of emergency health care in the border regions. The basic principle 

is that the patient should be transfer as fast as possible to the closest and adequate health care 

institution independently from their nationality, the EMS unit and the location of the hospital. Based 

on the state treaty, cooperation agreements were elaborated and signed which clarify the details 

of the cooperation including the language use, the communication and cooperation protocols or 

the transfer of drugs across the border. 

Regarding the practical side of the cooperation, the speakers introduced the core element: an 

application providing the information exchange and communication between the coordinating 

centres. On the one hand, the application is able to localise each active EMS units around the place 

of deployment and makes it possible to ask for intervention from the other side of the border 

through only a couple of clicks. On the other hand, real-time communication is provided through 

the internal chat function. The application itself is quite simple, it was developed with a minimal 

budget and it is transferable within a reasonable time to other border regions. 

At the end, the speakers pointed out the fact that the launch of the cross-border cooperation has 

resulted in an improved quality of life and cost efficiency in the border regions. The most important 

theoretical issue is the mutual approval of each other’s national regulation, which means that there 

is no need for legal derogation. 

Following the presentation of the best practice, the participants could ask questions from the 

colleagues of the Notruf NÖ. 

Question: How does the alarm system work? Who decides where the EMS unit come from? 

(Dr Pál Golopencza, National Ambulance Service, department chairman) 

Answer: it is always known in the coordination centres which country the call comes from, then the 

two centres directly communicate with each other. The aim is always to deploy the unit closest to 

the patient’s location to perform fast care, independently from its needs of a Czech or Austrian 

intervention.  

Before his question, Gyula Ocskay noted that the Austrian-Czech best practice has a crucial 

significance because it proves that the problems can be solved not just in Western Europe, but 

along the Hungarian borders too. 

Q: What are the average number cross-border cases? (Gyula Ocskay) 

A: There is an upward trend with an average of 10-15 contacts for real cases per month, which can 

be explained by an adaptation process from both the side of the patients and the dispatchers. The 
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financing is provided by the EU Health Card since the life of a person living in a border area is 

exactly the same than those of living in the capital. 

Q: What kind of interinstitutional agreements are needed to launch the cooperation? (Gyula 

Ocskay) 

A: Beyond the state treaty, the ambulance services and the concerned public administration units 

elaborated the details which were formalized in cooperation agreements. One of the main aspects 

was that these documents do not hinder the cooperation practice; therefore it was intended to 

make it as flexible as possible. In Lower Austria, it is the governor who is competent in such 

contracting. 

Q: What does the 43 second that was mentioned in the presentation concerning air 

ambulance include? (dr Tamás Balogh) 

A: It is the average time from picking up the line till alert of a resource in high time sensitive cases 

(Echo-Codes). . 

Q: How are the cross-border deployments financed? (Enikő Hüse-Nyerges) 

A: On the Lower Austrian side, there is an extra 20.000 € per year just in case the ambulance service 

has to transport a patient without insurance coverage. On the other hand the care provided to the 

patient is financed through the mechanism related to the European Health Card. 

Q: How does the transfer of the deceased patients happen from the other side of the border? 

Does it cause any problem? (Gyula Ocskay) 

A: No, because it is always the EMS unit of the home country who delivers the transfer. 

Q: In which language does the communication happen in the chat? (Enikő Hüse-Nyerges) 

A: The application has an automatic translating function. In addition, the staff was trained to use as 

simple sentences as possible. 

Q: How the radio connection is provided when an EMS unit crosses the border? (Enikő Hüse-

Nyerges) 

A: There is no radio connection because of the incompatible technical background of the two states. 

The EMS units are available through the application, and if it is necessary mobile phone connection 

is also possible.  

Q: How the language barriers are handled in the coordination centres, in the EMS units and 

in the hospitals? (Enikő Hüse-Nyerges) 

A: Language barriers don’t really cause problems because of the relatively high number of daily 

commuters across the border that is also reflected in the language knowledge of the staff. In 
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addition, besides the concerned languages, some members of the staff speak other foreign 

languages and interpreters are also available. 

 

After the lunch break, within the framework of the interactive session the participants had the 

opportunity to share their views and ideas along the following questions.  

(1) Do you think that the Austrian-Czech model is adaptable to your border regions?  If 

yes, which actors should be involved in the preparation and implementation of the 

cooperation?  

Romania – Dr Dacian Juca:  

Yes, they find it adaptable and are open to the cooperation. Romania has a similar collaboration 

with Moldova, hereby it should not be a problem in relation to an EU Member State.  

Regarding the competent actors, the cooperation of the ministries (in Romania, the Ministry of 

Home Affairs) would be necessary for a state treaty. In addition to the national level an operational 

coordination centre, established by the Ministry of Home Affairs and that of Health Care, should 

also be involved. He thinks that if there would be a similar department in Hungary, that would ease 

the cooperation. 

Slovakia – Július Pavčo, Lucia Mesárošová: 

Considering that Slovakia has the longest border section with Hungary, the cooperation here would 

be crucial. Currently, they take the patient to the border crossing and pass him/her to the other 

EMS unit. The involvement of the competent ministries, which are the Ministry of Home Affairs 

(Crisis Centre), the Ministry of Health Care and that of Transport, is essential. Regarding the 

professional organizations, the 112-dispatch centres should be involved too. On behalf of Slovakia, 

the preparation for similar negotiations with the neighbouring countries has been launched.  

Croatia - Mirjana Hanžeković: 

Croatia is also open to the cooperation. The involvement of the Ministry of Health Care and the 

National Emergency Care Institutions having 21 regional departments are advised. They are flexible 

because of the mass tourism targeting the country, and the coordination centres would also be 

able to handle the cooperation. 

Austria – Siegfried Weinert, Susanne Ottendorfer, Christian Legler 

The participants from Lower Austria said that they are in a good partnership with those from 

Burgenland who know the Austrian-Czech model well. According to them, Burgenland is also open 

to the cooperation with Hungary. On the other hand, Siegfried Weinert noted that according to 

their experiences it is worth keeping the number of actors to be involved on the minimum, in order 

to make the procedure faster and simpler.  
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Hungary – Dr Pál Golopencza: 

According to the colleague of the ambulance service, the cooperation should be definitely 

launched. The Director General has just delegated the preparation tasks to the participants. 

However, some issues go beyond the competency of the Ambulance Service, therefore the right 

solution should be found in the near future.  

Dr Szilvia Zágori: 

Szilvia Zágori, representative of the Ministry of Human Resources undertook to forward the 

proposals to the decision makers. In her opinion, an EU level directive would enhance the national 

engagements by putting some pressure on the governments. Enikő Hüse-Nyerges noted that such 

a directive would take years, therefore in case the aim is to solve the problem on the short run, 

bilateral solutions should be found. 

Siegfried Weinert added that they reached the Austrian-Czech solution via several small steps, and 

answering to a question, he also said that the negotiation took one year. 

(2) What about the territorial aspects of the EMS, is there any lack in the capacities? Does 

the border region have the same coverage of emergency care than the central regions? 

The majority of the participants reported on an optimal situation in this regard, which means that 

they have the right capacity to appropriately cover the border regions. 

In Romania, maximum 20 minutes are needed to reach the patient. The less advanced areas are in 

Arad and Timiș counties in this term.  

Due to the fragmentation of the Slovakian border region, 48 additional rescue stations would be 

necessary. In order to achieve this, an analysis is submitted to the Ministry of Health each year. As 

a response to a question they claimed that they saw no obstacle to share the results of these 

analyses as well as to carry out the next such report jointly with the Hungarians.  

Gyula Ocskay inquired about the special situation of the agglomeration of Bratislava, which more 

and more reaches Hungarian and Austrian territories. However, these citizens work and have their 

social security in their mother country. Experience has shown that these Slovak citizens call the 

emergency number of the country in which they are at the moment of the incident. According to 

the experiences they do not encounter language barriers when calling the Hungarian centre. 

In connection to this, Dr Mária Lórántfy pointed out that cooperation on the Hungarian side would 

be justified mainly in the areas of Szentgotthárd and Kőszeg as in the case of these areas the 

regionally competent Szombathely Hospital is much further than the Austrian counterpart. On the 

other hand, due to the characteristics of the road network, ambulances would be able to reach the 

injured faster if they could cross the border. 

In Croatia, capacity building is planned which would be needed especially along the Hungarian 

border. 
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(3) What kind of communication, data protection and operational issues should be 

addressed after adapting the model? 

Romania - Dr Dacian Juca: 

There are no significant language obstacles as there are employees working in the coordination 

centres and emergency services who speak Hungarian, English or German. With regard to 

emergency calls, due to domestic (Romanian) regulations, mobile service providers are required to 

disclose the caller’s information for identification purposes, while this is not true for Hungarian 

telephone numbers. 

In Romania, there is a unified health database, but data sharing with other countries is problematic 

due to the European Union's GDPR law, and even sharing between domestic institutions is 

problematic. Representatives from all countries agreed that the GDPR Act made cooperation 

difficult. 

Slovakia - Lucia Mesárošová: 

In Slovakia, the TETRAPOL radio system is used. The dispatcher services use a Czech software 

adapted to the Slovak system, which she considers to be compatible with the Hungarian 

counterpart. As far as data protection is concerned, she thinks that in emergencies it is not 

necessary to know the patient's personal data and medical history, only the patient's name and 

personal details are needed. 

Croatia - Mirjana Hanžeković: 

In Croatia there are county call centers where everything is recorded. They have their own health 

forms and databases and consider that only an agreement is needed for sharing information 

between countries. 

Austria - Siegfried Weinert: 

There is a Data Protection Commissioner in the Austro-Czech cooperation as they hold a large 

amount of data and thus require continuous security measures. Rescue units only receive patient 

and incident data on their own device if they are actively on duty. In addition to security measures, 

there is a continuous internal quality control. 

Hungary - Dr Pál Golopencza: 

The alert process in Hungary is basically digitalized (through the EDR network), but tasks are 

recorded also on paper. There are two dispatcher centres (in Miskolc and Szombathely), where 

dispatchers question the caller according to the internal protocol and then direct them to the 

appropriate county coordination centre. They have a total of 40 seconds to complete this task. 

(4) How could be such a cooperation model financed? 

In Romania, the financial support of the Ministry would be necessary. 

In Slovakia, the situation is not clear at the moment. 
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In Croatia, the extra financial need would be calculated based on the delivered km and number of 

patients. 

However, the participants agreed that no specifically allocated budget line would be necessary to 

carry out cross-border tasks, as cross-border cases and related costs are expected to balance each 

other. 

This is also proved by the Austrian-Czech experience. Siegfried Weinert added that in the case of 

which additional coverage was still needed, a cooperation committee would determine which 

country would bear the costs. 

 

At the end of the seminar to promote cooperation, Gyula Ocskay pledged to develop a model 

framework agreement and offered CESCI’s assistance in organizing bilateral professional 

meetings and a study tour to Lower Austria in order to provide participants with a better 

understanding of the Austrian-Czech good practice. 
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Pictures of the 2nd international seminar on cross-border EMS 
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Annex 2: Documentation of the study tour to Lower Austria 

Report on the study tour to Lower Austria 

Legal Accessibility | Fourth Milestone  

Cross-border EMS - Study Tour 

St. Pölten, Münchendorf 

9-10 December 2019, Lower Austria 
  

 

Participants:  

dr. BATHÓ János, National Ambulance Service of Hungary (HU) 

MuDr. Jan CIERNIK, Ambulance Service (CZ) 

dr. GENCSI László, Bihor Ambulance Service (RO) 

dr. GOLOPENCZA Pál, National Ambulance Service of Hungary (HU) 

Alexander HELLER, Security Center of Burgenland (AT) 

Juraj HREHORCAK, Emergency Center Slovakia (SK) 

HÜSE-NYERGES Enikő, CESCI 

dr. JOVA Anett, National Ambulance Service of Hungary (HU) 

dr. JUCA Dacian, SMURD (Emergency Situations Department) (RO) 

Christian LEGLER, Notruf NÖ (AT) 

dr. LÓRÁNTFY Mária, National Ambulance Service of Hungary (HU) 

Mag. Christine PHILIPP, Burgenland Province (AT) 

Siegfried WEINERT, MSc – Notruf NÖ (AT) 

dr. ZÁGORI Szilvia, Ministry of Human Capacities of Hungary 

 

The first agenda item of the study tour was the visit of the coordination centre of the Notruf 144 

Niederösterreich. The Chief Executive Officer of the organization, Christof Constantin Chwojka 

greeted the delegation and gave his support for the future cooperation. He mentioned, that the 

possibility of making cross-border rescuing is highly important for them, because they could 

provide a higher quality service in the Austrian border regions, but they also find learning on 

organisational-level to be crucial. In the case of the Central European countries, the renowned 

paramedic education system is much more developed than the Austrian voluntary system. 

After that, Siegfried Weinert and Christian Legler staff members for planning, creating and managing 

the company’s cross-border cooperation initiatives took the floor. They introduced the details of 

the structure and operation of Notruf 144. The Lower Austrian dispatcher network system was 

transformed in 2003, whereby the privately owned Notruf was established as the only service 

provider. Then in 2006 66% of the company was bought by the Government of Lower Austria. The 

organisation provides a number of services including the dispatcher service for rescuing and 

transporting patients, the continuous development of necessary background infrastructure and soft 

environment (currently the applicability of artificial intelligence is tested), as well the development 

and operation of medical dial-up and radio network. The latter includes the so-called “Nurse Triage 
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Line” which is a dial-up medical advisory service. Its aim is to reduce the number of patients who 

arrive (unnecessarily) at the healthcare institutions, with the help of professional nurses, who 

diagnoses the patient and give them useful information via phone.  

The inner processes and protocols of the organisation are under development, in order to create a 

more efficient operation and a more favourable working atmosphere for the employees. Notruf144 

has 4 premises over Lower Austria, which are now appear as a single working space due to a recently 

created cloud-based solution. In practice, it means that the staff members work in the same 

environment, regardless of which office they are sitting in. 

It also means that the one, who asks for help doesn’t necessarily speak with the geographically 

nearest available dispatcher, but of course, the dispatcher alarms and orders the nearest rescue unit 

to the location. Due to the common, cloud-based working space, employees don’t necessarily work 

in the office but they have the possibility for teleworking. The coordination centre of St. Pölten 

operates 24/7. 

During the formation of the system, special attention was given to data protection, and the current 

regulation and protocol match the requirements of the EU- and the national regulations according 

to experiences. 

During day-shift 21 calltakers, 12 dispatchers and 1 supervisor works together in 4 premises, while 

during the night-shift minimum 3 calltakers, 3 dispatchers and 1 supervisor are on duty. Service 

organisation is based on the actual workload (frequented and less frequented periods on days and 

at nights), thus the length of the services can be different (not necessarily 12 hours). 

The incoming call is always received by an emergency or non-emergency calltaker, who questions 

the patient according to the protocol (which is available on paper as well, in case of a computer 

system breakdown), then determines the priority level of the case and inform the dispatcher. As a 

result of, new technical possibilities the telephone operators don’t need to verify the address if the 

call comes from an Android phone, because “AML” (Advanced Mobile Location) automatically sends 

the data. Unlike the calltaker, the dispatcher has professional (medical) qualifications. The calltaker 

stays in contact with the patient until the ambulance arrives, and gives a so-called “Dispatch Life 

Support” according to protocol. Besides that, he/she provides the caller with preparatory technical 

information that helps the rescue unit (e.g. turn on the lights, open the door etc.). Meanwhile, the 

dispatcher alarms the rescue unit based on the electronic data sheet filled in by the calltaker, and 

stay in contact with them until the end of the action. The supervisor can access to all of the calls, 

and continuously sees, what each calltaker and dispatcher deals with. Every conversation is 

recorded and the records are stored for a certain period of time. 

Regarding the cross-border cooperation, the State Treaty providing the framework of the 

partnership between Lower Austria and the Czech Republic was signed in 2016 as a result of a 13 

year-long collaboration. The professional details of the collaboration are clarified by a cooperation 

agreement. The framework of the cooperation is given by a web application that provides 

connection between the coordination centres of the provinces. In practice it means, that the two 

parties basically use the coordination software that they use in their daily operations otherwise, 

which are connected by the web application developed by the Notruf. The main function of the 

web application is the restructuring of information and data coming from the national software into 
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a mutually transparent and understandable manner. The application uses some Google services 

(Translator, Map). 

The application automates and formalises cross-border assistance with the help of a data sheet. 

The system offers three possibilities to determine the subject of assistance from the CZ point of 

view: 

 rescue operation in CZ, request for the support from the Austrian EMS; 

 rescue operation in Austria, the Czech EMS takes over the operation; 

 rescue operation in Austria, which is handed over to the Austrian emergency operation 

centre. 

After that, the dispatcher should choose the professional classification of the case from a list 

(respiratory arrest, allergy etc.), however the groups of diseases/types of services are different on 

the two sides of the border. The parties decided to keep their own classifications, and adding their 

groups to the jointly developed, more comprehensive categories instead of harmonisation. 

Introduction about this is provided to all the dispatchers. Apart from the dropdown menu, the 

dispatcher can add a more detailed description of the case. Beside that, the location of the case 

must be added on the data sheet. After filling in all the required fields of the data sheet, a list of 

nearby Austrian and Czech rescue units appear with their types (ALS, BLS), and their distance from 

the case, both in kilometres and in times. The dispatcher chooses the most competent rescue unit(s) 

– according to his/her opinion – and send the request for cooperation. 

The application sends the request to the receiver in the filler’s language, which is translated with 

the help of Google Translate. The receiver can accept or deny the request with a click (one by one 

in a case of requesting more rescue units). If the request is accepted, the chat function opens which 

provides real-time communication between the dispatchers of both sides. The application 

automatically translates the text to the receiver’s language with the help of Google Translate. 

On the Austrian side, these are the dispatchers and the supervisor who are allowed to ask for cross-

border assistance if an adequate number of national rescue unit is not available on the Austrian 

side. 

In the case of cross-border assistance, the rescue unit is always in contact with its own coordination 

centre via radio (the Austrian network reaches to Brno) or mobile phone. The dispatchers of the 

two sides continuously communicate with each other on chat. The rescue unit determines if the 

patient should be taken to hospital according to its inner protocol, while the two dispatchers choose 

the nearest suitable hospital together. 

In case of cross-border action, each research unit works according to its national regulation 

(medical license, usage of distinguishing signs etc.) and professional protocol, which is mutually 

respected by the parties. In practice, it mostly means that a Czech doctor doesn’t need a chamber 

membership and permission or the driver and the vehicle also don’t need an extra permission on 

the other side of the border to use the distinctive signs. 

One of the most important obstacle during the creation of the cooperation was the linguistic factors 

though, they didn’t consider it as such, because it is the duty of every rescue unit to serve the 
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injured person who is unable to communicate. Other communication problems were eliminated by 

the application. 

In the course of cooperation, emotional factor is also important. In the first times, the patients prefer 

to be treated and transported by local rescue units and be transported to local hospitals instead of 

foreign ones. However, this kind of will of the patient used to be weighed according to the 

urgency/priority level of the case. While mental boundaries are falling, cooperation, as well border 

crossings are becoming a routine, these factors is less and less important. 

The adoption of the Notruf’s web application in other countries mainly costs the establishment of 

the suitable language version and making it compatible with the locally used coordination software, 

as well as the necessary trips and meetings of the concerned parties. The existence and rate of fix 

costs of operation were not cleared up. 

The second day began with a visit to the University Hospital St. Pölten (Universitatsklinikum St. 

Pölten). Mag. Dr Bernhard Kadlec Director of Sales of the institution briefly presented the hospital, 

and gave a tour to the delegation there. 

The hospital operates as a regional holding, which includes 27 hospitals, 3 out of which are 

university hospitals. In the institution: 

 high quality service is offered in the field of cardiology and neurology among others: 

cardiologic department is highly developed, and heart surgeries are done at weekends, too. 

At neurosurgery, doctors can do MR-scanning during surgery without moving the patient. 

 according to the Bologna education system, it functions as a university hospital 

(neonatology is taught on a robot doll that can be intubated, it changes colour, etc.); 

 500,000 outpatients per year are treated; 

 they have 5 background institutions; 

 there are 18 operating departments; 

 there are 3500 workers (the institution is key-less, everything operates with the personal 

card of the workers: besides the doors, the pneumatic tubes, which send samples, as well as 

the medicine cabinets, which helps monitoring the usage of medicine); 

 they operate a digitally based logistic centre, which provides medicine and equipment for 

more hospitals in the region on a daily basis. The institutions don’t store anything 

unnecessarily, they operate the system by the “just in time” principle. The system saves the 

content and location of the stock in every minute, to avoid system breakdown caused by a 

possible technical error. Employees are sorted into different groups, and the floor is painted 

into different colours to inform employees that in which part of the stock they can move. 

E.g. there is no pass between the department of equipment and medicine. 

 the daily budget is approx. €1 million (includes everything, even the wages). 

After that, we visited the emergency units, the heliport and its operation and the logistics centre of 

the hospital, as well. 

On the second part of the afternoon Elke Ledl, Head of the Healthacross initiative, spoke about 

Lower Austrian healthcare cooperation. She presented the activity of the department, which main 

goal is to eliminate the separating effects of borders in the area of healthcare similarly to market 
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services. Their first project was about the establishment of cooperation between the Austrian 

Gmünd and the Czech České Velenice which used to be one city before the wars. The city hospital 

has been located on the Austrian side, which was unavailable for the Czech because of the border, 

thus they forced to go to another institution 60 km away. As the first step, the possibilities of 

cooperation were examined in an INTERREG-A project based on the good example of the Meuse-

Rhine Euroregion. Administrative and financial issues appeared as the main barrier of cross-border 

sharing of healthcare services, the solution for which have been found as a result of several year-

long joint work. In addition, to provide the availability of emergency services, free border crossing 

of ambulances was also a priority even from the beginnings. 

The social benefit of cross-border service sharing of the existing hospital infrastructure was clear, 

thus the demand for cooperation on a political level were expressed soon. On the contrary, the 

mental border should have been eliminated in people’s minds to make them cross the border in 

the case of healthcare. To this end, particular attention was paid to the dissemination, they 

organised several public events and provided information about the operation of the “new” system 

in the local media that yielded its results soon.  

Even by the intensive joint efforts, it took 13 years to create the extensive cooperation, which is 

based on an intergovernmental agreement. Currently the agreement is coordinated and monitored 

by the Lower Austrian Health and Social Fund, who among other things, records the available 

capacities on both sides, including the number of beds in the region’s hospitals. Answering our 

question, they explained that the question of financing is still a problem, because Czech services 

are much cheaper than the Austrian ones. The Austrian party thinks about to compensate it by 

sending more patients to the Czech side from certain professions utilising complementarity, which 

compensates the balance sheet. 

By now, they got to the point to build a common primary care institution near the border (the 

ground-breaking was already done), which will receive patients from both sides of the border. The 

formation of a common ambulance station near the border is also planned. 

In the previous years, they started to cooperate with Slovakia following the same model. In the 

framework of “B4B: Bridges for Birth” cross-border cooperation project they are trying to develop 

cooperation between the hospitals of Hainburg an der Donau and Bratislava in the field of 

obstetrics and neonatology. The aim of the project is to transport babies, who were born in the 

hospital of Hainburg an der Donau to the hospital of Bratislava to receive high level service in case 

of complications. Answering our question, they told us that the implementation of the INTERREG 

project itself can be considered successful, however the work is not completed, since it is still an 

existing problem that ambulances cannot cross the border. These formalised projects are mostly 

appropriate for identifying the competent organisations and persons on both sides of the border 

during the implementation, who are able to further develop the long-term practical cooperation in 

case of mutual intention for cooperation. 

They started cooperating with Hungary, too. In the framework of the project that recently gained 

support, the Hospital of Sopron and the Hospital of Wiener Neustadt are going to cooperate in the 

field of pathology, and beside that, a permanent working group will be established in favour of 
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cooperation in the field of emergency services, and a long-term healthcare cooperation strategy 

will also be made. 

In general, the Initiative Healthacross put a great emphasis on helping international networking, in 

order to which they founded the Euregha Platform that supports European cross-border 

cooperation of local authorities in the field of healthcare. Beside that, they are also a member of 

the EUprevent, the WHO Regions for Health Network and EDM. 

As next agenda item, we visited the Red Cross ambulance station of St. Pölten, and the Emergency 

Management and Logistical Centre of Münchendorf. Michael Sartori introduced the activity of the 

Austrian and especially the Lower Austrian Red Cross in his presentation: 

 its Austrian centre can be found in Vienna; 

 9 regional groups operate in the country; 

In Lower Austria there are 

 with 136 premises/stations, 

 with 900 units, 

 with 1200 healthcare employees, 

 with 18 000 volunteers and, 

 with 125 youth groups. 

Their tasks: 

 rescue: they had 867.000 deployments in 2018. They have doctors in 32 ambulance stations 

out of the 136, and four rescue helicopters operated by the ÖATMC. They provide more 

than 90% of the rescues in Austria. 

 transport of patients; 

 home care of elders; 

 disaster management tasks; 

 psychological support (for victims and their own employees as well); 

 humanitarian aid 

 education of youth (part of school education) 

 organisation of volunteers. 

Financing: 

 healthcare insurance (rescue, transport of patients); 

 through service provider contracts with the municipalities of settlements; 

 from projects; 

 from donations. 

Lastly, we had the opportunity to visit the ambulance station and its vehicles. 

 

The activity of emergency management and logistical centre was introduced in Müchendorf, which 

is mostly provided by permanent and occasional volunteers. The activities are mostly connected to 

the management of flood, significant snow events, disasters, etc. In the case of volunteers the 

biggest challenge is the efficient and coordinated involvement of the masses. In favour of this, they 

established their own digital register, in which volunteers can apply online by adding their contact 
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details, abilities and skills. In case of need, geographically available volunteers with suitable profiles 

receive a text message about the action, for which they can answer, whether they can or would like 

to help. 

Then, the central system sends the data of the concerned volunteers to the local professional units, 

who coordinate the involvement of volunteers via group leaders. In these cases, they should 

organise the trip of the volunteers, which they serve mostly in cooperation with the railway 

company. After the presentation, we visited the storage and the assets of the centre. 

As an overall conclusion, it was conceived, that the Austrian healthcare institutional system is 

substantially more decentralised than the Hungarian one, in which the institutions have a significant 

freedom of decision within the well-based provincial framework. 

Based on the presented hospital and ambulance station, the applied healthcare devices and 

equipment, treatments and protocols are highly similar to the Hungarian ones. However, there are 

substantial differences in technologies applied in the case of supporting functions, and in the 

employee- and patient-friendliness, as well as cost- and time-effective organisation of services. In 

this regard, the Austrian system can certainly be considered as a good example. 

The Austrian-Czech cooperation is exemplary concerning both of its aims, as well the simplicity and 

transparency of its operation. Of course, there are questions to be clarified on bilateral level, but it 

can be said that it would worth adapting this model in Hungary and the neighbouring states. 
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Pictures of the study tour to Lower Austria 
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